Adult Brainstem Astroblastoma: Unusual Presentation of a Rare Tumor
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Introduction

Astroblastoma is a pediatric malignant brain tumor; incidence ranges from 0.4 to 2.8%.1 Bimodal age distribution was reported.2 Its most common location is frontal-parietal region.1,2 In searched literature, we found three case report of brainstem astroblastoma.3–5 We are reporting our experience of brainstem astroblastoma.

Case Report

A 45-year-old lady presented with headache for 6 months and vomiting, nasal regurgitation of food for 3 months. On examination, she had ataxia, hoarseness of voice, and weak gag reflex. Magnetic resonance imaging brain confirmed medulla oblongata mass, reaching till cervicomedullary junction (►Fig. 1A-C). We kept differential diagnosis of fourth ventricular ependymoma, brainstem glioma, and medulloblastoma.

Patient underwent midline suboccipital craniotomy after informed consent. Tumor was approached via telovelar approach, found 5 mm below parenchyma, originating from medulla, friable, pinkish-gray, vascular, and had well-defined plane of cleavage (►Fig. 2A,B). The deep portion of tumor was left due to persistent bradycardia. Neuromonitoring was not used.

In postoperative period, external ventricular drain was kept for first 7 days and removed after giving complete block.
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She tolerated well. She had absent cough and weak gag reflex. She underwent elective tracheostomy and was given nasogastric feed.

Histopathology report confirmed diagnosis of brainstem astroblastoma, high-grade variant (► Fig. 3A–D). The slides showed the typical vascular hyalinization with fibrous background and contained rosette formations composed of short cells. The cells were positive for glial fibrillary acidic protein, epithelial membrane antigen, S100 protein, and Olig-2. The Ki-67 index was 5%.

After 2 months, her cough and gag reflex became normal. Tracheostomy was removed. Her voice quality and swallowing were normal.

She received 30 days radiotherapy. After 1 year follow-up, she was asymptomatic.

Discussion

Astroblastoma is a rare tumor of both low- and high-grade type.1,2,6 Its behavior is unpredictable and not based on histopathological features.1,6,7 Due to its rarity, its clinical behavior is not well studied. Till 2011, only 116 patients of brain astroblastoma were reported in literature.8 And out of these 116 cases, only 3 cases of brainstem astroblastoma were reported till now.

Astroblastomas are classified under “other gliomas” category in World Health Organization classification of central nervous system tumors, 2016. Its characteristic histological features are glial neoplasm, broad pseudorosettes, which may demonstrate sclerosis.2

Both Notarianni et al and Kim et al reported astroblastoma of medulla oblongata.3,4 They operated solid-cystic lesion in medulla oblongata with successful outcome. Similarly, we also found solid-cystic tumor in medulla oblongata with dorsal exophytic component. Similar to Notarianni et al, the postsurgical outcome was good. Our case developed
temporary ninth and tenth nerve weakness, which resolved with time. Similar to other brainstem lesions, brainstem astroblastoma is a difficult tumor to manage. It is because of the high probability of postoperative neurological deficits, more chances of leaving residue, restricted manipulation of surrounding and accurate entry point to avoid damage of vital regions.

Babu et al reported median survival rate of high-grade brainstem glioma around 12.1 and 77 months for glioblastoma multiforme and anaplastic astrocytoma, respectively.9 Overall, malignant gliomas carry mean survival rate up to 12 months.2,10 There are no data about brainstem astroblastoma survival. After considering both case reports, it can be said that survival rate of brainstem astroblastoma is more than gliomas. The reported overall survival of cerebral astroblastoma at 5 years is around 80%.1,11 Despite its unpredictable nature, astroblastoma carries better prognosis.

For high-grade astroblastoma, adjuvant radiation enhances survival.1,11 Role of chemotherapy is controversial.1,11 Our patient received adjuvant radiotherapy and symptom free after 1 year.

Conclusion

Brainstem astroblastoma is extremely rare, mostly reported in medulla oblongata. For optimum results, maximal safe resection and postoperative radiation should be given. Due to well-defined plane, a good amount of tumor can be resected.
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